Energy
The SocialChorus platform is a single point of
publishing where field operations managers can set
up proper compliance and safety content by position
and area, with required workplace code of conduct
tests or daily safety tip confirmations. Moreover, an
insights feature allows you to measure your content’s
impact to improve communications continuously.

Make your energy
field operators
connected, safe,
and compliant.

Common Challenges

SocialChorus Solutions

Difficult to confirm
workers understand
safety procedures

AUTOMATE CRITICAL COMMUNICATIONS

Inefficient shift
schedule management

CONFIRM COMPLIANCE

Local managers
cannot get information
out quickly

MEASURE THE IMPACT

One click of a button lets you reach employees
on their preferred method—mobile app, digital
signage, or integrated with other platforms
like intranets.

Ensure remote workers receive critical updates
and confirm receipt without having to track
down each employee.

Know who received your communications, and
track compliance in real time.

LEARN MORE AT SOCIALCHORUS.COM

A REAL-WORLD EXAMPLE

SocialChorus Helps Large
Oil & Gas Company Stay
Compliant and Reduce Risk
One of the world’s largest well completion companies
in North America had to navigate through stringent
compliance requirements. Committed to a high level of
safety, teams of employees on its drilling rigs and wells
were required to sign off—every day—on the “safety tip
of the day.”
Managers collected signatures manually, and each one was processed individually,
sometimes by mail or fax. The company was in need of a modern, streamlined
compliance tool.
Using the SocialChorus platform and mobile app, team members could sign
off on compliance documents in real time and set up automatic notifications
to leadership.
This new approach saved valuable time, allowed for a more streamlined and
efficient workflow, and provided visibility into reporting and analytics. Most
importantly, the company decreased its liability and increased safety.
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SocialChorus is the leading workforce communications platform that transforms how workers and organizations connect every day.
We empower communicators to reach every worker—from the head office to the front line. Companies thrive and win when all their workers
feel informed, aligned, and supported. The SocialChorus platform allows communicators to publish once and distribute everywhere—
efficiently delivering critical information to the right employee at the right time.

